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Let G be a group. By an essential cover of G we shall mean here a short exact 
sequence of groups 1 -+ A -+ E -+ G -+ 1 in which A is abelian and with the 
additional property that A has no proper supplement in E: if E,A = E, then 
El = E. Similarly, if M is a module over some ring R, then the short exact 
sequence of R-modules 0 -+ A + V -+ M + 0 is an essential cover of M if no 
proper submodule VI of V satisfies Vr + A = V (i.e., A is an essential sub- 
module of V). 
We have two aims in this paper. In the first place, we set up a framework for 
discussing group extensions and module extensions which is to be general 
enough to encompass all the possibilities normally encountered (though we must 
stress that in the case of group extensions we do limit the kernels to be abelian). 
Secondly, and this is really the core of the present paper, we show that in certain 
situations the essential covers can be classified in a very explicit way by means of 
projective geometries. 
For a given fixed group G, given commutative ring K and given subcategory 6 
of KG-modules, we define the category (6 /I G) of all group extensions 13 A --j. 
E -+ G -+ 1, in which A E 6. Here CC is merely assumed to be a full additive 
subcategory closed under finite direct sums (cf. (l.l), below). Similarly, if R is a 
given ring, M is a given fixed R-module and 6 is now a subcategory of R-modules, 
we obtain the category (a Ij 44) of R- mo ueextensionsO-+A-+ V-+M+O. d 1 
We shall handle both cases simultaneously: all proofs and definitions are given 
in such a way that they are valid in both categories. The fact that this can be 
done in a consistent way is not an accident: the category ((Xl] G) is actually 
equivalent to (CXllKg), where Kg is the augmentation ideal of KG. We shall 
discuss this fact in detail in a later paper (meanwhile, cf. [2, Sect. 10.51) but have 
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chosen not to make use of it here: the group theoretic a.spects of our story can 
thus be read off directly, without any need to translate categories. 
In Section I we define our extension categories and discuss epimorphisms and 
monomorphisms. Section 2 contains the structure theorem for injective objects 
(2.4) and begins the study of projective objects. This is completed in Section 7 
((7.8) and (7. IO)). A f air amount of all this material can already be found in more 
rudimentary form in Chapter 9 of [l]. The extra generality here frequently 
forces little twists onto the arguments of [l] an d we felt it would ‘be unfair to the 
reader to suppress these. Our present account is therefore independent of [I]. 
Moreover (unlike [l]), cohomology is hardly mentioned: vve have done this 
partly for the sake of variety but also because, for the purpose at hand, a diseus- 
sion of extensions by direct means is probably more transparent than via the 
Ext functor. Of course, the two approaches are mathematically nearly equiva’ient. 
Essentia! covers appear in Section 3. Our main result (6.7) is a complete 
description of the isomorphism classes of essential covers whe 
homogeneous category on a local module M. This means that 
all finite direct sums of M and M has two properties: D 
endomorphism ring of M) is local; and M # MJ, where 
dical of D. 
In the group situation, R = KG. Our theorem provides a one-one corre- 
ndence between the isomorphism classes of essential covers of 
M[j Cal&, and the set of all “radically closed D-submodules” U 
) (i.e., of all submodules U such that UJ = U n Ext(G, &I)J). 
Inclusion of submodules corresponds to epimorphisms of extensions. If J 
pens to kill Ext(G, M) ( w -h ence every submodule is radically closed), then 
11 G], the isomorphism classes of all extensions, is naturally bijective with 
I/q8 x I-a. M (6.12). 
se results give new insights even when G is a finite group and L’K = 5, , 
the prime field of characteristicp viewed as a trivial G-module. The objects of 
5, jj GJe are here finite group extensions by G with kernel an entary 
Zian p-group in the centre of the extension. Our theorem assigns to 
the structure of a projective geometry over 5, , 
As an example we discuss in some detail the c an elementary ab&:*n 
p-group of order p2 and g = rl[ 5g (5.7) and also M, where lb4 is a me- 
generator non-trivial indecomposable 5,&Lmodule (6.9). 
Section 3 contains the basic generalities about essential covers. Section 4 
shows how, in the case of a semi-simple category &, the classification problem 
reduces to that of essential covers. In Section 5 we set up the link between 
essential covers and submodules of the appropriate Ext module and we begin the 
proof of the classification theorem referred to above ((5.4) and (5.5)). This is 
completed in Section 6. For this purpose we need some surprising facts about 
morphisms in M, where M is a local module in the sense described above (cf. 
(6.2) and (6.3)). They are surprising because they reduce to well known 
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elementary facts about vector spaces where M = R is a field; but their validity 
in this more general context seems not to have been noticed before. 
When Ext(G, M) is finitely generated over D = End&M), the classification 
theorem implies that the essential cover corresponding to Ext(G, n/r is maximal 
(in the sense that every other essential cover is an epimorphic image of it). 
We conclude Section 7 by showing that this maximal essential cover is then 
necessarily a projective cover; and indeed that the existence of a projective cover 
is equivalent to the finite D-generation of Ext(G, AZ) (cf. (7.11)). This can 
happen even if there exist no free objects in the category (cf. (7.12)). 
In a later paper we shall take up two further topics: (i) the equivalence of the 
categories (6 I[ G) and (K [/.&L-J); and (ii) Schur’s theory of central extensions which 
we shall generalise in a meaningful way to non-central extensions. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
Let R be a ring (with identity element) and Mod, the category of all right 
R-modules. We shall work with an additive full subcategory fI of Mod, and 
assume 6 is subject to the following conditions: 
(1.1) (i) K is closed under isomorphisms; 
(ii) the zero module 0 is in K; 
(iii) if C = C, @ C, with C, , C, in 6, then C E K (Hence 
finite biproducts in Mod, of objects in 6 are biproducts in 6.) 
(1.2) If ol: C, + C, is in 6, then we propose to call a! an admissible epimor- 
phism, or admissible monomorphism, according as a is an epimorphism, or mono- 
morphism, in Mod, . 
Note that, then a is automatically an epimorphism, or monomorphism, in %, 
but that the converse will not always be true. For example, if R = Z and c is 
the category of all torsion-free Z-modules, then multiplication on Z by a positive 
integer is an epimorphism in & but is not an admissible epimorphism; while if & 
is the category of all divisible torsion Z-modules and P is a Prtifer p-group, then 
the natural projection of P onto itself with kernel the subgroup of order p, is a 
monomorphism in c but is not an admissible monomorphism. 
Of course, under certain circumstances (which will arise later), an epimorphism 
or monomorphism in 6 is necessarily admissible. The former case occurs if K is 
cokernel closed and the latter if 6 is kernel closed. 
(1.3) In order that we may discuss group extensions and module extensions 
simultaneously, we introduce the symbol !B to denote either (i) Mod, , for some 
given ring R, or (ii) Gps, the category of all groups. 
We now pick and fix an object B in %. If 23 = Gps, we let R = KB, the group 
ring of B OiFr a given commutative ring K. Then tS is to be a subcategory of 
Nod, satisfy-ing (1 .I). 
Qur aim is to study the category whose objects are extensions in % of the form 
(CIE): o-+ c -JLlivLB-+0; 
where C E K and, if 23 = Gps, (c . e$)# = e-%+2 for all c in C, e in E. Of course, 
(C 1 E) is only an abbreviation for the above short exact sequence. We shali 
sometimes abbreviate it even further by simply writing B. The morphisms in our 
category are commutative diagrams 
(In the group case, 0 is of course the trivial group. Nevertheless, except for 
isolated instances of this kind, we always use multiplicative notation for groups,) 
We shall denote this category by (%]I B). Note that, without any danger of 
ambiguity, we can (and often shall) write the morphism p/ i ,/3) simply as (,/3>. 
(In fact, y is uniquely determined by /3 and the commutativity condition.) 
Given (C / Ej E (G 11 B) and A E %, we shall write the split ex~&on af A by E 
as A 3 E or E E A. This is an object in In the gr’oup case, E acts on A via 
6 -t B; while if 23 = Mod, , A 3 E 
Let N be the set of all elements in E E C’ of the form 
-IV is a normal 2%subobject of E E C’ and E’ = E E (G’j 
the usual push-out properties (it is the push-out in 
have the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
(C 1 E): 0 ----+ @ -% E + * --+o 
where +‘, 9, Q!J’ are induced, respectively, from C’ -F E L C’, E + E E @’ and 
We shah write (C’ / E’) = (C j E)y and (with slight abuse of language) c& it 
the exph’ci~ push-out to (C i E) alzd y. 
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exists a morphism from the first to the second of the form (id, j p). We write 
(C j E) for the equivalence class of (C j E). 
The “push-out property” of (C 1 IQ = (C’ j 8’) ensures that if we are given 
(Y I PI): tC I E) - (C’ I El)> th en there exists an isomorphism a: E’ -+ El such 
that 
(YlP1) CC I E) - CC’ I Ed 
A /A 
CC’ I E’) 
is commutative. Hence we have 
(1.6) LEMMA. 47 (Y I PiI: (C I El + CC' I Ed> i = 1, 2, then there exists an 
isomorphism p: El -+ E, such that (y //3,)(id,r ] p) = (y j /$J. In particular, 
CC’ I E,), (C I EJ aye equivalent extensions. 
The lemma allows us to define a morphism between equivalence classes of 
extensions as follows: (C 1 E) -+ (C, 1 E,,) is to be a module homomorphism 
y: C-+ C, such that (C 1 E)y = (C, j E,). The totality of equivalence classes 
and their morphisms now form a new category Ext(B, 6). Moreover, (C / E) ++ 
(C 1 I?) and (r ) /I) I-+ y yield a functor (6 )I B) -+ Ext(B, c). 
Of course, Ext(B, c;) is merly the pointed category determined by the functor 
Ext,l(B, ) when % = Mod, , and by Ha@?, ) when 8 = Gps. The objects of 
Ext(B, 6) may be thought of as pairs (C, X) with C E 6 and x a suitable coho- 
mology class. A morphism is y: (C, x) -+ (C’, x’), where the module homomor- 
phism y induces on Ext a mapping y* such that XY* = x’. (This is the point of 
view adopted in [l, Chapter 91, where Ext(B, Mod,) is denoted (on p. 204) by 
=%EP) 
(1.7) LEMMA. (i) The extension (0 j B): 0 -+ 0 -+ B + B + 0 is the terminal 
object in (& 11 B). 
(ii) (0. /I B) has finite products. 
(iii) If 8 is 0 -+ Cl@C,-+E+B+O, where Ci~(S, and r* is the 
projection C, @ C, -+ Ci , then d is the product of 8~~ and &GT, (cf. (1.4)). 
Proof. (i) follows since 0 is terminal in 6. 
(ii) Let Et , Fi E B and & E %(I& , FL) (i = 1,2). Then there is a unique 
morphism 
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(where denotes the product in 53) defined by the diagram 
Given now 
we obtain the extension 
6: 0. C’,,J-JC,- E, 
iL;n** 
-----+I3 B ___f 8. 
(Observe that in a, fin coproducts are biproducts.j Let A be the diagonal 
homomorphism B 3 3 3. We assert that the p&back of C with A yields a 
product 
8, HI 82: 0 - G, c, A E --s-B--20 
whose projections arise from the push-outs to 
For E = (((e, , e,), b); el#, = b = e&J and hence vi: ((q , e,>, b) ++ ei determines 
a 93-morphism E + 22, such that $Q = TT& . The universal property of the 
product is easily checked. 
(iii) It follows from the universal property that the psojjecKions TV: & - &vi 
induce a unique morphism 
Hence 6 is equivalent to &7rI W 677~~ . 
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(1.8) COROLLARY. Given 0 -+ C -++ E -4 B -+ 0 and the split extension, 
0 --)c C’ -+ C’ CI B + B +- 0, both in (6 Ij B), then the product of these extensions is 
4 Ilid,, *co 
o-c~c’-EEc’--+B-0. 
We shall usually denote this product by (C ] E) n c’. 
Note that the identity on (C j E) and the terminal mapping (C 1 E) -F= (0 [ B) 
determine uniquely a morphism (0): (C ] B) -+ (C J E) n C’. If (7~) is the 
projection of the product on (C j E), then (IV)(V) is the identity. 
We propose to view (a Jj B) as a full subcategory of (ModJj B) and call a 
morphism (8) an admissible epimorphism, or admissible monomorphism, in 
(cl\ B) if (/3) is an epimorphism, or monomorphism, in (Mod, 11 B). 
(1.9) LEMMA. The morphism (y j /3) in (C 11 B) is an admissible epimorphism, OP 
admissible monomorphism, if and only if, y is an admissible epimorphism, OP admissible 
monomorphism, in CC; if and only if, ,B is an epimorphism, or monomorphism, in %3. 
Proof. The only non-trivial assertion is that if (y / /3) is an epimorphism, or 
monomorphism, in (Mod, [j B), then /3 is an epimorphism, or monomorphism, 
in 23. 
Suppose (y 1 /3): d--f 6’ is an epimorphism and yc+ = yc+ , Then 8~011 = 
cFyaz , whence 01~ = 01~ (cf. (1.6)). 
Next let (y ) /3) be a monomorphism. We have (cf. (1.8) for the notation) 
given by (e, x)u = e, 
(e, 4~ = e(x#J,>, 
where e E E, x E Ker y. (Recall that 
(e, x)(e, ,+> = hi , 4ed~) + xl>.> 
Clearly (u)(P) = (PX~BL h w ence (P) = (p) and thus Ker y = 0, as required. 
2. PROJECTIVE AND INJECTIVE OBJECTS 
(2.1) DEFINITION. (i) An object Pin E will be called projective or Gprojectiae 
if every diagram in 6 of the form 
P 
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where 01 is an admissible epimorphism, can be completed commutatively, 
Strictly speaking, we should call P an “admissible” pzojective object, to contrast 
it with a “gem&e” projective object, obtained with a an epimorphism in 
that a “genuine” projective is necessarily projective in the above se 
terminology should not cause confusion: “genuine” projectives occur ir, ow 
work only when they coincide with projectives. 
(ii) Tnjective, of Ginjective objects are defined dually. Analogous remarks 
to those above apply here. 
(X2> &ma&. We draw attention to a useful concept tkat is we&er tkar! the 
projectives and injectives we have defined above. If P E and every diagram (~1 
in which Ker a: E E can be commutatively completed we say P is reM*e& 
G$rojectivs. There is an analogous concept of ~&tizeEy -irzjective: here wr: 
asSume the cokernei of the admissible monomorphism pi: C2 -+ 87, be!ongs to K 
(2.3) EXAMPLE. Let B be a finite group and & = Eat,, , the category of 
Z&lattices (i.e., of finitely generated Z&modules which are Z-free). Sow 6 is 
kernel closed and so admissible monomorphism equals monomorphism; ‘out 
01: C, +- 6, is an (genuine) epimorphism in if, and only if, C a is finite. 
Here P is E-projective if, and only if, P is finitely generated -projective 
module (and, of course, if, and only if, P is relatively O-projective). But if P is 
genuinely projective, then 
P 
I 
must be completeable for every integer nz, whence P is Z-divisible. Consequentlv 
there exist no genuine projectives in 6. 
If I is Ginjective, then I is Z-divisible and thus there also do not exist any 
@I-injectives. However, relative Ginjectives do exist: they are precisely aii 
lattices of the form Homz(P, Z), where ? is finitely generated Z&projective. 
Projective and injective objects in (Q jj B) ( an a so relatively projective and d 1 
relativeiy injective objects) are defined in the expected way using admissible 
morphisms. 
Injectfve extensions are very easy to describe in terms of injective objects in E, 
(2.4) PRoPOsITIoN. (i) (CIE) ’ . i 1 2s znec ive i?z (E 1: B) if, and only if, C is i~jective 
in cc. 
(ii) If K has enough injective objects (i.e., from eaery C ilz 6, there exists in 
~~rn~ss~b~e monomo~phism into a Ginjective object), theq (0. /j B)kas enough, injectives. 
(iii) Fide products of injectives are injective. 
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Proof. (i) Assume (C 1 E) is injective and consider the following diagram 
in 6.: 
c 
a 
t 
with y an admissible monomorphism. Then y yields, in an obvious way, an 
admissible monomorphism (cf. (1.8) for notation) 
Recall from (1.8) that (C 1 E) n C, = (C @ C, 1 E I= C,) and define a mapping 
O: E L C, -+ E by (e, c& = e + cite+ (where $: C --j E). It is easily checked that 
0 is a morphism in 23 and that it yields a morphism 
(4: CC I E) II C, -+ CC I E). 
By the injectivity of (C 1 E), there exists (0): (C j E) n C, ---f (C j E) such that 
(id n y)(B) = (0). Th e restriction of B to C, completes the original E-triangle, as 
was required. (Observe that, if 23 = Gps, we are using additive notation.) 
Conversely, let C be (5injective and suppose we are given 
(C’ / E’) -(ala) (C” j E”) 
(=‘lP’) 
1 
cc I E) 
where (a J p) is an admissible monomorphism. Then 01 is an admissible mono- 
morphism in (5 (1.9) and, since C is assumed E-injective, we can find a!‘: C” -+ C 
such that c&’ = 01’. Now construct (c” 1 E”)a”, the explicit push-out to (c” 1 E”) 
and 01” (1.4) and (CL” 1 /?s): (C” j E”) + (C” 1 E”)d’. Then, by (1.6), there exists 
(id, 1 p): (C” 1 .E”)J + (C 1 E) such that (01” j &,)(i& j p) commutatively com- 
pletes the given diagram. 
(ii) To see that (E/l B) h as enough injectives, choose any (C ) E) and an 
admissible monomorphism 01 of C into a a-injective I, ol: C -+ 1. Then (C 1 E) 
embeds in the explicit push-out to (C j E) an d ol and this is injective by (i). 
(iii) This is immediate from (i). 
Observe that if ol: C -j I is an injective envelope of C, then (C j E)a = (I 1 E’) 
is an injective envelope of (C / E). Hence we have 
(2.5) COROLLARY. If (I: has injective envelops, then so has (K jj B). 
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Projective objects are a little trickier to describe than injectives. We make here 
some elementary observations but postpone the complete discussion to Section 7 
(cf. (7. IO)). 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let (C [ E) E (QT ji B) and C’ E K. Tken (C / E) 43’ (cf. (1.8)) is 
projective ;f, and only if, (C / E) ’ p j t zs PO ec ive in (C5 ji B) and C’ is projective in Q. 
Using the remark immediately after (1.8), it follows easily that if 
C’ is projective, then (C j E) is projective. To show that c’ is 
ve, assume we are given an admissible epimorphism CO ---f C’. Then we 
obtain an admissible epimorphism (C j E) 
by hypothesis. Hence C,, + C’ also splits and thus C’ is projective. 
For the converse, note first that any morphism 
determines a module homomorphism y’: C +- C, (by C’ >+ C @ C’ --+a C,) and 
a morphism (y j 6): (C j E) --f (C, / EJ by (y I 6) = (O)(CX 1 p), where (0) is as 
above. It easily follows that if (C ! E) is projective and C’ is E-projective, then 
We shall see that, among the projective objects in (6 /II+ the following class is 
of special importance: 
(2.7) D EFINITION. The projective extension (C / E) is called z+zninZmak if every 
admissible epimorphism (C j E) --t (C, [ El) with (Cl ! El) also projective, is 
necessarily an isomorphism. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Assume QI satisJies the following condition: if C = Cl @ C, 
with Cl , C in g:, then C, E 6. The projective e&e&on (C / E) is rn~~irna~ if, and 
only if, (C j E) cz (Cl j El) n C’ in (K jj B) implies c’ = 0. 
ProoJ If (C ! E) is a product as given, then (C, / EJ is projective (2.4) and 
so C’ = 0 if (C j E) is minimal. 
Conversely, assume (C 1 E) is not minimal and that (y j p): (C j E) -+ (Cl / EJ 
is a proper admissible epimorphism, with (C, j EI) projective, Then b/ j is) is 
split and so 
cc I -q = cc1 I EJ 
with er y E 6% (by our hypothesis). Since (r j p) is not an isomorphism, 
Ker y # 0. 
(2.9) Remark. All the above results extend (with obvious modifications) to 
relatively injective and relatively projective extensions (cf. (2.2)). We leave the 
details to the reader. 
481/49/z-ia 
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3. ESSENTIAL COVERS 
An admissible epimorphism y: C -+ c’ in & will be called an essential epimor- 
p&m if, whenever yr: C, + C in E is such that KY is an admissible epimorphism, 
then yr is an admissible epimorphism. (Strictly speaking we should call y an 
essential admissible epimorphism: if there exist non-admissible epimorphisms 
in 6, then an essential epimorphism in the present sense may not be a genuine 
essential epimorphism in (5 in the categorical sense.) 
(3.1) DEFINITION. (i) (y j fi): (C / E) + (C’ 1 E’) in (611 B) will be called an 
essential epimorphism if, whenever (rr 1 a): (C, 1 Ei) -+ (C j E) is such that 
(rr 1 Pi)(r / p) is an admissible epimorphism, then (rl \/3r) is already an admissible 
epimorphism. 
Note that, if y is an essential epimorphism in (5, then (y / p) is an essential 
epimorphism in ((5 [I 22): this follows immediately from (1.9). 
(ii) The extension (C I E) will be called an essential cover if the terminal 
mapping (C I E) -+ (0 I B> is an essential epimorphism. 
It is clear that (C 1 E) is an essential cover if, and only if, every morphism 
(C’lE’)+(ClQ is an admissible epimorphism. 
(iii) The essential cover (C 1 E) is called maximal if every admissible 
epimorphism (C, j EJ + (C [ E), with (C, I Er) also an essential cover, is an 
isomorphism. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let (C 1 E): 0 -+C--+~E-&B-+Obein(O:~IB). Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) (C I E) is an essential cover; 
(ii) if p: E1 --+ E in B is such that /3$ is an epimorphism and Ker /3$ E (5, 
then p is an epimorphism. 
If images of morphisms in 6 lie in 6, then (i) and (ii) aye equivalent to 
(iii) E = E1 + C+ and E1 n C’$ E 6 together imply E1 = E. (Additive 
notation in case B = Gps!) 
If K is closed under subobjects in 23, then (i), (ii), (iii) are equivalent to 
(iv) # is an essential epimorphism in %. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Given p as in (ii), we construct the following commutative 
diagram 
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where A = Ker ,6#. By (i), (a j /3) is an admissible e~imor~h~sm and hence, by 
(1.9), ‘8 is an epimorphism. 
(ii) 3 (i). Let (y / j3): (C’ j E’) ---f (C j E) be a morphism. Then &4 is an 
epimorphism and Ker /L/J ‘v C’ E 6. Hence by (ii) p is an epimorphism and 
therefore, by (1.9), (y 1 ,L?) is an admissible epimorphism. 
(ii) * (iii) is obviously true irrespective of any further condition on 
to be the inclusion mapping. 
(iii) 3 (ii). If E&I = IX,, , E,, + C$J = E. Now EO n C’4 is the image of 
Ker p# under j? and so, by our hypothesis on 6, E,, n C+ E 6. Hence A’,, = E. 
(iii) u (iv). In this situation, the condition I$ n C$ E (I is superfluous. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let (C j E) = (Cl 1 El) 
(i) If(C / E) is an essential cover, then so are (Cl j IS,), (C, 1 EJ. 
-~ (ii) Assume there exist no non-zem ko~o~o~~k~s~s c$ Ci into any image qf 
C,,i#j. Then(CjE) is an essential cover af both (C, / El) and (C2 j E2) me 
essmtid covers. 
Proof. (i) Let (C): (A / G) -+ (C, / El). We must prove (+) is an admissible 
epimorphism. We have an induced morphism 
and this is an admissible epimorphism by hypothesis. ence (f$)(~~) is aim an 
admissible epimorphism (where (QTJ is the projection (C j E) --f (Ci 1 23;))~ Eow 
and so A+ = 6, , whence ($) is an admissible e~imorph~sm~ 
(ii) Let (a 19): (A 1 G)-+ (C i 23). Then (0~ 1 $)(rii) is an admissible 
epimorphism (since (Ci j I$) is an essential cover) and thus Aa: + C, = C = 
Aci. + C, (because Ci = Ker V$ ) j # i). The module homomorphism 
Cr --+ C,jC, n ACX must be zero by our hypothesis. Hence Aol2 Cr . Similarly 
Aol> Cs whence Aol = C, as required to make (a / +) an admissible epimorphism. 
Remark. (3.3) ( ) ii is certainly false without additional conditions on CI ) C, . 
We shall return to this problem in Section 6. For the present we make one 
elementary observation. Let (C j E) b e any essential cover. Recall from (1.7) 
the construction of (C 1 E) n (C j E): 
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The !&morphism 6: E + E’ defined by e6 = (e, e) yields an admissible mono- 
morphism (6): (C 1 E) -+ (C I-J C 1 E’), but (6) is not an admissible epimorphism. 
Thus fiy any essential covey (C j E), the product (C 1 E) fl (C 1 E) is never an 
essential cover. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. If (C 1 E) in (6 /j B) is both projective and an essential 
cover, then we call (C 1 E) a projective covey. 
(3.5) P ROPOSITION. q (c j E) is a projective cover, then (C j E) is uniquely 
determined to within an isomorphism. Moreover, (C j E) is then isomorphic to any 
minimal projective extension (cf. (2.7)) and also to any maximal essential cover. 
Every essential cover is an admissible epimorphic image of (C / E). 
Proof. The uniqueness of projective covers is a standard result. 
Suppose (0): (C, j EJ -+ (C, 1 Ea) is an admissible epimorphism with (C, / EJ 
an essential cover and (C, I E,) projective. We assert (G) is then an isomorphism. 
For there exists (p): (Ca 1 E,) -+ (C, I EJ such that (p)(u) is the identity on 
(C, ] EJ. Since (C, j EJ is an essential cover, (p) must be an admissible 
epimorphism. But then (p)(u)(p) = (p) shows that (O)(P) is the identity on 
(C, 1 EJ. Hence (p) is the inverse of (u). 
We use the above result twice. If (C, 1 E1) . 1s our given projective cover, then 
it shows (C, j El) is minimal projective; while if (C, / E,) is our projective cover, 
then it proves (C, j EJ is a maximal essential cover. 
The final statement of (3.5) is clear. 
An arbitrary epimorphic image of an essential cover need not be an essential 
cover. We can make sure of this by introducing a further condition on our 
category a:: 
(3.6) Hypothesis on 6. Images of morphisms in E lie in K (i.e., if 01: C, ---f C, 
is in 6, then Crol E 6); and inverse images of Gsubobjects under morphisms in 6 
lie in 6 (i.e., if ol: C, + C, is in 0. and M is a submodule of Ca in 6, then 
Ma-1 E cc). 
Since E contains the zero module, (3.6) implies that kernels of morphisms in K 
lie in K. Note that we have already met the first condition of (3.6) in (3.2). Note 
also that (3.6) is satisfied, for example, if E is the category of Z&lattices, where B 
is a finite group. 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. Assume 6 satisJes (3.6). Then admissible epimorphic 
images of essential covers are themselves essential covers. 
If ((I 11 B) contains a projective cover, then every extension contains an essential 
covey. 
Proof. Let (y I p): (C 1 E) -+ (C, j EJ b e an admissible epimorphism with 
(C j E) an essential cover. For any (y’ I/3’): (C’ 1 E’) -+ (C, ] E,), the inverse 
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image (C/Y-~ \ E ‘p’,f-“) Iies in ((5 IlB), by (3.6), and thus equals (C j E) (because 
the inclusion must be an admissible epimorphism?: (3.l)(ii)). Hence (y’ / /?‘) is 
an admissible epimorphism and so (C, j I$) is an essential cover ((3.1)(n) agair~)~ 
Hf (C ’ E) is a projective cover, we can complete the diagram 
and (C;I 1 E/3) is an essential cover by the first part. 
enote the isomorphism class (not just the equivalence class!) of (C E) 
by [C j E] and the totality of all such isomorphism classes by [a /! B]. We shall 
write 
[Cl / El] < [C, ’ E2-l 
if there exists an admissible epimorphism (C, / EJ + (C, i IQ. 
(3.8) Hypothesis on (0: I(B). If (C I E) S(Ci I E’) are admissible epimorphisms, 
then (C / -F) ‘v (C’ / E’). 
In the presence of (3.9 it is clear that < is a partial order on [& ‘1 pi;]. (The 
hyptohesis (3.8) ensures that [&,I < [G”,] and [IS?,] < [&“J together imply 
L&II = Vi?.) 
A sufficient condition for ((5 I/ B) t o satisfy (3.8) is that (5 be noetherian. But 
this is by no means necessary. For example, if R is a field and K is ali vector 
spaces over R, then ((I 11 B) satisfies (3.8). 
(3.9) We shall denote by ((5 I/ B)p the full subcategory of (6 1113) of all 
projectives; and by (K;ll B)” the full subcategory of a?1 essential covers. (By 
(3.l)(ii), every morphism in (K 11 I?)” is an admissible epimorphism.) 
The totality of all the isomorphism classes of objects in these two categories 
will be written [K /I B]*, [K I/ B]e. Either [c jl B]P n [QI ji B]” is empty or it consists 
of one element, the class of a projective cover. 
[O / B] is obviously the unique minimal element in [@Y ilB]. The following result 
is an immediate consequence of (3.7). 
) LEMMA. Suppose (3.6) and (3.8) hold. Let [C I E] E [E;ij B]“. Then 
is a minimal element in [CX /I B]“\[Q / B] if> avid only if, C’ has no proper 
aa9nissible epimovphic images in &:; if, and only if, [C’ 1 E] is minimal in [O ,! B]\[O 
(3.11) LEMMA. If(3.6) and (3.8) hold, then (C 1 I?), with C =# 0, is a minimal 
essextzhk cozeY (i.e., [C 1 E] is a minimal element in [CC /I B]“\[O I B]) ;f it is root s&Q 
and C has no proper GszLbmodui’es. 
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Proof. We apply (3.2)(iii). Let El + C$ = E and El n C+ E %. Since C is 
&-simple, El n G$ = 0 or El n C#J = C+. In the first case our extension splits 
and so we must have the second case: El = E. Thus (C [ E) is an essential 
cover. 
By (3.6), kernels of Gmorphisms of C lie in E and therefore C has no proper 
admissible epimorphic images in K. Hence (C j E) is minimal by (3.10). 
Remark. The converse of (3.11) is false: for example, lattices over a complete 
order. But the converse is true (obviously) if images of O.-modules under mor- 
phisms in Mod, are again in 6. 
4. SEMI-SIMPLE CATEGORIES 
We suppose throughout this section that 6 is a full semi-simple subcategory 
of Mod, with non-isomorphic simple modules S, , h E fl. Thus the objects of 6 
are the zero module and all (isomorphic copies of ) modules of the form 
where mi > 0 and Sm) denotes the direct sum of m copies of S. 
Plainly, 6 is noetherian and is both submodule closed (i.e., every submodule 
of a module in 6 is in S) and quotient closed (i.e., every image of a module in G 
lies in S). Hence G satisfies (with a good deal to spare!) the conditions (1.1) 
and (3.6) and (G/j B) satisfies (3.8). Th ere is here no distinction between an 
epimorphism and an admissible epimorphism nor between a $onomorphism 
and an admissible monomorphism. We shall describe completely the structure 
of [G/I B]. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Every object in (G 11 B) contains an essential covey via a mono- 
morphism. 
Proof. Let (C j E) E (G j/ B). We argue by induction on the composition 
length 2 of C. If I = 0, then (C j E) = (0 / B) and hence is an essential cover. 
Assume 1 > 0 and that (C j E) is not essential. Then, by (3.2)(iii), (C 1 E) 
contains (C, / El) where El # E. Thus C, + C and therefore C, has composition 
length <Z. Now induction yields an essential cover (C, j E2) in (C, I El). 
Remarks. (i) An essential cover can never be properly contained in another 
such (cf. (3.l)(ii)). 
(ii) (4.1) remains true for any full artinian subcategory of Mod, satisfying 
(3.6). 
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where (C, / El) is a71 essential CO’L’U. 
Thus there exists a bijection 
[GljB] c?[GjlB]” x 5. 
(FOT the notation cf. (1.8) and (3.9).) 
Proof. Choose an essential cover (C, j IQ in (C j E) (by (4.1)) and let 
C, = C/C, . Since G is semi-simple, we have a splitting C N C, @ CO and this 
induces a splitting (C / E) N (C, ! IQ n CO ((l.‘?)(E)). 
As for uniqueness, suppose (C 1 E) M (C’ / E’) C”, with (C i E’) an 
essential cover. Then we have morphisms 
(CI I Ed 
mono ~ (cl j ~‘1 n C” Projection > (CT j E’), 
whose product must be an empimorphism. Similarly one constructs an epimor- 
phism (C’ 1 E’) + (Cl j EJ. Hence (C’ j I?‘) ru (Cr ! Er) (cf. (3.8)). 
(4.3) THEOREM. [G Ij B]“Nlim, )(heA,[Gjh ij where GA is t~ecate~o~y whose 
objects are aliT modules Sam’, m >, 0, and the direct limit is take% over all jnite 
subsets A, of A. 
Proof. Let (C I E) E (G ij B)“, where 5‘ = FE, S($Q), and suppose (~~3 is the 
natural projection 
(C / E) -+ (SiTi’ j Ei). 
Then (C j E) N RF=, (Sk:*’ ! Ei) (by (1.7)(iii)) and, by (3 
is an essential cover in (6 I/ B) and therefore also in (G+ // 
Conversely, given (Si?’ i Es) to be essential covers 
then each is an essential cover in (G I/ B) (because 
cf. (4.5), below) and 
y (sy j EC) = (C / I?) E (G [j Bj. 
It remains to be seen that (C / E) is actually an essential cover in (G jj B), This is a 
consequence of (3.3): the condition in (3.3)(ii) follows from the fact that 
qsy, sy = 0 
if i # i. 
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(4.4) DEFINITION. Let M be any given R-module. The full subcategory of 
Mod, consisting of all (isomorphic copies of) modules MC%), K > 0, will be 
denoted by JJ M and called the homogeneous category on M. 
Theorem (4.3) d re uces the problem of describing [G Ij B] to that of [JJ S j/ Ble, 
where S is a simple module. This problem will be solved at the end of the next 
section (cf. (5.6)). 
(4.5) Suppose 3 is a category which is submodule closed. If (X 2 ‘D, there 
any essential cover (C 1 E) in (ID I/ B) is necessady also an essential cover in (K 11 B). 
For if (4): (C, j Br) + (C j E), then C,$ E 3 and therefore (C,$ 1 Br$) E (3 j/ B). 
The inclusion (C,$ 1 Br$) -j (C / E) must be an epimorphism and hence ($) 
is an admissible epimorphism in (0: 11 B). (We used this fact in the proof of 
Theorem (4.3) in the special case 6 = 6, 3 = 6,i .) 
The above result can easily fail if 3 is not submodule closed. For example, let 
B be the elementary abelian group of type (2, 2) and M the indecomposable 
lF,B-module IF,B/dF2 , where u = CbeB 6. We assert that no essential cover in 
(I1 M IjB) can be an essential cover in (ModIF2BII B). For let N+F+-tz B be a free 
presentation of B with F a free group of rank 2. If (MC”) / E) is an essential cover 
in (JJ M/l B), we know (cf. (6.9)) that d(E) > 2. Hence lifting rr to E we obtain 
a morphism (N/N2 1 F/IT) -+ (M(“) 1 E) that cannot be an epimorphism. 
(4.6) It is worth observing that (G 11 B) can easily happen to contain no 
projective objects at all. As an example, let B be a group for which there exist 
infinitely many primes pi , i E 1, such that fP(B, Ep6) f 0, for all i in I. Let 6 be 
the semi-simple category on { [FPi; i E I> and suppose (V / E) is a projective object. 
For each i in 1, there exists a non-split extension ([F,< j Ei) which is then neces- 
sarily an essential cover. The terminal mapping from (V / E) lifts to an admissible 
epimorphism to (LF,( j &) and hence V has EPc as image. This makes V infinite 
whereas, of course, V must be finite. An exphcit example of such a group B is 
the additive group Q/Z. 
(4.7) Remark. We have not used the full force of the simplicity hypothesis 
on the modules S,,; but only that for each h, End,(S,) is a division ring and that 
whenever h, # ha, Hom,(S,! , S,,p) = 0. (T o see that (3.6) is true, confer (6.2).) 
5. THE GEOMETRIC CONNEXION 
We return to our general category c (subject, as always, to condition (1.1)). 
We choose and fix a module M in 6 and shall write D = End,(M). Our aim now 
is to construct a mapping ( )M from the objects of (6 jl B) to Ext(B, M). 
Recall that Ext(B, M) is Ext,i(B, M) when %J = Mod, and H2(B, M) when 
!B = Gps. Now Ext(B, M) is a D-module and it is easy to describe the relevant 
operations explicitly: Given (M 1 EJ, i = 1,2, the equivalence class of 
- - 
(M I Ed + (M I E2) is th e c ass 1 of the explicit push-out to (M j EJ n (M j E2) 
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and M @ M-t M: (m, m’) t+ m $ m’ (cf. (1.4) and (1.7)); while (M j E)d = 
(M j E)d, for do D (cf. (1.4) again). F rom these remarks and (1.Q the following 
fact is now obvious: 
(5.1) LEMMA. Given (C j E) and yi: C -+ M (i = 1,2): then 
____ ~ 
(5.2) DEFINITION. Given (C / E) in (E Ij B), we define 
(C I E)M = ((C I E)r; Y E E-IomdC WI. 
In view of (5.1), it is clear that (C j E)M is actually a D-submodule of Ext 
Moreover, if (C j E) N (G’ / E’), then (C 1 E)M = (C’ / J?‘)~ and thus ( )1qt 
defines a mapping [ lM on the totality of isomorphism classes [& ji .B]. 
(5.3) LEMMA. (i) Givefz (C / E) + (C’ j E’), then (C’ j 2QM 2 (C j E&4 i 
Hence, if [6 i/ B] satis$es (3.8), then [ lM is orderpreseroi?zg. 
(4 ((Cl I 4) l-I cc, I &))‘w = cc, i -aM t (@z ;4h - 
PYOO~ (i) is obvious. 
(ii) Let (C, j E,) JJ ((C, 1 EJ = (C / E) and (vi) be the natural projection 
an (Ci I Ei). By (i), the right hand D-space is contained in the left hand D-space. 
Conversely, let (y I/3): (C j E) -+ (M j E’) b e g iven and yi be the restriction to 
Ci of y. Then y = rlyl f rrZy2 and, by (5.1) 
whence we are done. 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Let n lM be the homogeneous category on M (cf. (4.4)). 
For brevity we shall wsite (ill(“) / E) as (k I E). 
(i) (Y / l!QM C (Y’ / E’)M if, and only if, there exists a rno~ph~~ (Y’ / E’) +- 
b i El. 
(ii) Assume that, whenever i&P) -+ iWs) is an R-module ep~~~ph~srn, then 
Y 3 s. Tj(t / E) is an essential covey, then t is the rni~i~a~rn umber of gerwators o,S 
(t ; E)fir as D-module. 
Proyf. (i) In view of (5.3)(i) we merely need prove the “only if” part. So 
assume (Y 1 E)M _C (Y’ 1 E’)M and let (Y j E) + (1 I EJ be the projection determined 
by the ith summand in lVP. Then (Y / E) IV l=, (1 j Ei) ((1.7)(iii)) and since 
-. 
(1 j Ei) E (Y’ / E’)M ) we can find (ri j pi): (r’ / E’) + (1 / EJ. Mence, by the 
product property, there exists (r j ,6): (Y’ 1 E’) ---f (r ] E). 
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(ii) Let (1 ] G,),..., (1 1 G,) b e a minimal D-generating set of (t / BIM and 
define n& (1 1 Gi) = (S ] G). Then (S j G)M = (t 1 QM and s < t ((5.3)(ii)). By 
(i) above, we have a morphism (S j G) -+ (t j B) and this is an admissible epimor- 
phism because (t 1 B) is an essential cover. Hence we obtain an R-module 
epimorphism AC) -+ Mu) from which s 3 t by our hypothesis. Therefore s = t, 
as required. 
For any D-module W, we shall denote by SJD( W) the lattice of all D-sub- 
modules of W. If D is a field and W is finite dimensional over D, then giD( W) is 
the usual projective geometry on W over D. 
The following result is immediate from (5.4)(i). 
(5.5) COROLLARY. Suppose that (II Ml/B) satisfies (3.8). Tlen 
[ 1~: KI Ml1 JT + ~dJW& JO 
is an injective mapping and is order preserving in both directions. 
The problem of identifying the image of [ lM in general appears to be difficult. 
We shall solve it in the next section when D is a local ring. Here we deal with the 
easiest possible case, when M is simple. This will complete the classification of 
semi-simple extensions begun in (4.2) and (4.3). 
(5.6) THEOREM. If M is a simple R-module, then [ lM is a bijection from 
[I-J .&I/ Ble onto the sublattice ofBD(Ext(B, n/r)> consisting of all jkitely generated 
D-subspaces. Moreover, [ lM is order preserving in both directions and 
dim,(r 1 E)M = Y. 
Proof. In view of (5.5) and (5.4)(“) 11 we have only to prove that every finitely 
generated subspace I’ of Ext(B, M) lies in the image of [ lM. Let (,l / EJ, 
i = l,..., r, be a basis of V and set (r j B) = I-Ii=, (1 j &). Then (Y j .QM = V, 
by (5.3)(ii), and by (4.2), (Y [ B) = (s j G) IJ &P, where (s I G) is an essential 
cover and Y = s + t. Hence Y = (s I G)M and dim, V = s, by (5.4)(ii). Thus 
t = 0 and (r I B) is itself an essential cover. 
(5.7) EXAMPLE. Let B be the direct product of two cyclic groups, each of 
order a prime p and take M = ED , the prime field of characteristic p, viewed as 
trivial IF,B-module. Then D = U=D and 
Ext(B, 1F,) = H2(B, Fp) c F;). 
It follows from (5.6) that [JJ IF,!1 B]” is a projective plane over [F, . This has 
p2Le; + 1 points and each point has the form [ff, [ E], where 1 E I = ~3. 
El=(xl,yl;qz= YIP = 1, %Yl = Yl%h 
Ez = <x,,Y,; ~2~ = Yf = 1, X2Y2 = Y2X2) 
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and take epimorphisms &: Ei + B, i = 1,2, such that x&r = xe$a , yI#, = ya& . 
Clearly, the resulting extensions give distinct points of our plane. Now it is 
obvious group theoretically that a product of commutative extensions is again 
commutative and hence (by (5.6)) th e g eometric join of “commutative points” 
is a “commutative line.” Let L be the commutative line joining the above twz1 
points. There cannot be any other commutative points since otir plane is not 
commutative. 
To deal with the non-commutative points we first make a general observation. 
Given an arbitrary group extension 1 + A -+ H +- G + 1, we wish to describe 
the set ,Q of all isomorphism classes of extensions of A by G in which the extension 
group is isomorphic to H. Let X be the set of all epimorphisms ,8: H-a G such 
that Ker /3 is isomorphic to A. Then Aut N acts as a permutation group on X 
via p 4 a+,& o E Aut H. It is easily seen that the set of orbits is in one-one 
correspcndence with LI. 
In our example, G = B, A = IF, and we shah assume N -= E is non-abelian. 
Then Ker /3 = [E, &J, th e commutator group of I?, for every /3 E X. ence X 
can be identified with Epi(E, B), the set of all epimorphisms from E to B, and 
thus with GL(2, p): if E = (x, y), B = (u, a>, then ,B E Epi(E, B) yie!ds 
If CJ E Aut E, then o induces an automorphism on B and if 8 is its matrix with 
respect to (u, v), then the action of u on /I becomes ordinary matrix multiplica- 
tion: /I? i-> S-‘/I. 
Let S be the image subgroup of Aut E in GL(2,p). Then the number of 
isomorphism classes of extensions with extension group isomorphic to E is 
(GL(2,p): S). So we must calculate S and this is a routine matter, 
Case p = 2. If E is a dihedral group, S has order 2 and index 3. Thus there 
are three “dihedral points.” These, together with the three points on our 
commutative line L account for all but one point. This last point must correspond 
to the quaternion group. 
Case p > 2. Again there are two isomorphism types for a non-commutative 
E. If E has exponent p, then S = GL(2, p) and there is only one corresponding 
point, call it P. The plane is the join of P and the commutative line E. The 
remaining p2 - I points must ail correspond to the second non-commutative 
extension type, viz. 
E = (‘q y; xpz = 1, yp = 1, y-lxy = x1-q. 
xotice that this proves, without direct calculation, that S (for this E) has index 
$3 - 1 in GL(2,p). 
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6. HOMOGENEOUS CATEGORIES ON LOCAL MODULES 
Throughout this section M is to be an R-module satisfying the following 
condition : 
(6.1) (i) End,M = D is a local ring: i.e., Dl J is a division ring, where J is 
the Jacobson radical of D; 
(ii) M + MJ. 
Our aim is to give a description of [n MjlRjO generalising Theorem (5.6). 
The first step is to extend some elementary linear algebra to n M. 
We shall call an R-automorphism of M(k) an elementary move if it has either of 
the following forms: (i) (m, ,..., mk) t+ (rnr, ,..., mk,), where (I,..., k) it (I’,..., 12’) 
is a permutation of (I,..., R); (ii) (m, ,..., mk) b (mr ,..., mi ,..., mj f dmi ,..., mk), 
where d E D and if i = j then 1 + d is invertible in D. A product of elementary 
moves is an elementary automorphism. 
If p, v: McS) + n/r@), then p, v are equivalent if there exist elementary auto- 
morphisms t, 7 of MtS), M@), respectively, such that v = ~$7. 
For each module V in n M given with a fixed decomposition Y = @ ME 
(Mi c-l M), let Q be the embedding of M as the ith summand of V and nj the 
projection on M via the jth coordinate. Then every #: V -+ W in n M can be 
identified with an s x Y matrix (Cij), where q$$ = qiq%ri E D. This identification 
is relative to the embeddings qi and projections nj and we write 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. Given $: V -+ Win n M, then 4 is equivalent to $ where 
I, is the t x t identity matrix and all entries in the submatrix * lie in J. 
Proof. The argument is the usual one of linear algebra. Any entry of (&) 
not in J can be brought to the (1, I)-pl ace by elementary moves on V and W 
and then, by futher elementary moves, we obtain the matrix 
1 0.*-o 
0 i: 1 * * 0 
An induction now completes the proof. 
(6.2) implies that V and W decompose in n M: V = V, @ V, , W = 
W, @ W, in such a way that 4: VI 7 W, and V,+ C W,( J)S. 
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Suppose Wz f 0. Then (i) 4 cannot be surjective (because M f MJ) and (ii) 
if W, ---f M is a surjection, then this extends in the natural way to a surjection 
p: w-t M but 4~ is not surjective (again because M + Ml)). These two observa- 
tions yield, respectively, the following two results. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. Every admissible epirno~~p~isrn Z n M is split in 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Suppose+: V-t Win. M is such that, joJoy every adnzissible 
~p~rnoy~~isrn EL: W--f M, &L is an admissible ep~mo~pbism. Then 4 is already an 
~drniss~b~e epimorphism. 
It follows from (6.3) that the hypothesis in (5.4)(ii) is satisfied in 
Ml1 B) satisfies (3.8). Therefore (5.5) is true here and the descrip- 
I] B]” hinges on an explicit identification of the image of [ lM . 
As in (5.4) we shall henceforth write (k 1 E) = (M(“) j E). 
(6.5) PROPOSITION. (I ! E) Zs an essential cozw ;J, and only if, (1 j E) 4 
Ext(B, M)J. 
PPOO~. Suppose (1 / E) = ~~=, (1 j Gi)di ) where di E J. Xf 
and vi is the projection (s ; 6) + (1 / GJ, then p = Z; n&: iWs) + .M is 
definitely not sujective because ll!P)f-~ C MJ # IM. On the other hand, 
(s I G)P = i (s I Gh 4 3 by (S.l), 
i=l 
= (1 j E). 
Thus we have a morphism ,u: (s j G) -+ (1 / E) and s&e this is not an admissible 
epimorphism, (I / E) cannot be an essential cover. 
Conversely, let (1 / E) b e not an essential cover and choose (7 / /I): (T / H) -+ 
(I j E) to be not an admissible epimorphism. If yi = QY, with 77i (as above) 
the embedding of M as ith summand in M fT)) then yi cannot be an epiendomor- 
phism of M and hence yi E J. Assuming (r / Ii) = I=, (1 j HJ, we have 
(1 j E) = (r j H)y = C (1 j H&Q E Ext(B, M)J 
(6.6) D EFMTION. Let W be a D-module. We shall call a submodule U of 
radically closed if U J = U A WJ. 
(6.7) THEOREM. [lM is a bijection, order preseruizg in both directions, oJ 
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[n M jj B]” onto the set of all. radically closed, jinitely generated D-submodules of 
Ext(B, M). 
Proof. In view of (5.5) we need only prove that (r / QM is radically closed if 
(Y / E) is an essential cover; and that every finitely generated, radically closed 
subspace U has the form (r 1 E)M for some essential cover (r / E). 
Suppose first that (Y 1 B) is an essential cover and let (vi): (Y / E) -+ (1 j BJ be 
- - 
the projection determined by the ith summand in M@“). If (1 / G) = C (1 / E& 
with di E D and not all di in J, then one ridi is an epimorphism and hence 
C nidi is an epimorphism in Mod,: M@) + M. This splits by (6.3) and therefore 
(r [ E) iz~ (1 / G) n G, for some extension d. Thus (1 j G) is an essential cover - ___ 
((3.3)(i)), whence (1 1 G) $ Ext(B, M)J (6.5). Hence (1 1 E,),..., (1 I B,) are 
D/J-independent modulo Ext(B, M)J. Since they generate (r / QM , we conclude 
(r I E)M is radically closed. 
Conversely, let U be a finitely generated radically closed subspace and choose - ___ 
a D/J-basis (1 I E,),..., (1 I B,) of U modulo UJ. If JJ(l j BJ = (Y I E), then 
(Y I QM = U and we need to prove (r j E) is an essential cover. We shall use 
(6.4). Let (4): (s I G) -+ (r I B’) and choose any admissible epimorphism 
(r 1 E) ---t (1 j H). Then (1 I H) = C (1 I Ei)di and ,u = C ridi is surjective. 
Hence at least one di is not in J, whence (1 j H) is an essential cover (6.5). 
Therefore (+)(p) is an admissible epimorphism thence (4) is an admissible 
epimorphism, by (6.4). 
(6.8) Remark. Suppose we drop the condition (6.1) on M and assume 
instead that l-‘I M satisjies the conclusions of (6.3) and (6.4); and also that 
M@) CI MtS) implies Y = s. Let us call these three hypotheses HI, H2, H3, 
respectively. Then HI and H3 imply that (5.5) is true. Moreover, the image of 
[ lM can be described as follows: Let (dI ,..., d+.) in D@) be called a covering 
(r-tuple) of M if M = Md, + e-0 + Md, . Thus p: M@) -+ M is an admissible 
epimorphism if, and only if, TV = C rSdi with (dI ,..., d,) a covering. Let EC 
be the subset of Ext(B, M) consisting of all equivalence classes of essential 
covers. Then Hl and H2 imply that the image of [ lM is precisely all subspeces that 
have generators e, ,..., e, with the following property: fey every covering (dI ,. .., dT) 
of M, C eidi E EC. 
The proof of this fact can be read off from our proof of (6.7). Observe that, if 
M does satisfy (6.1), then (dI ,..., d,) is a covering of M if, and only if, some 
di 6 J; and EC is the complement in Ext(B, M) of Ext(B, M) J (6.5). 
(6.9) EXAMPLE. Let B be the direct product of two cyclic groups, each of 
order p, and with generators a, b. Take M to be the 3-dimensional ff,-vector 
space with basis U, v, w on which B acts as follows: u(a - 1) = v, u(b - 1) = w 
and v, w are fixed by B. Thus M N [F,B/V, where 6 is the augmentation ideal 
of E$. Clearly D = End,(M) N (F,B/b2)0p, as algebras, whence D is local and 
J ‘v b/b”. 
We have 
Ext(B, M) N H2(B, #I) ‘v FP5 if p>2, 
1: F2” if p=2. 
ere is a thumbnail sketch of the calculation Let I -+ N-+P +- B -+ 1 be a free 
presentation with F free on X, y and (x, y) ++ (a, b). Then N is freely generated by 
y-i(xP)yi, x-y ypp, O<i<p, 
[xi, Yjl, 0 <i,j <p. 
Any B-homomorphism 4 of N into M must be as follows: 
y-i(xP)yi t-+ (x”)$ 
x-i(y")xi k+ (yP)cj 1 ' 
O<i<p, 
[xi, yj] t+ [x, y] $(I + a + *** + &)(I + b + *Em + P-1). 
When p = 2, [x, y]$ must lie in MJ. Next, let S be a derivation ofF in M and 
suppose xS = YU (mod MJ), y6 = su (mod MJ). Then, ifp > 2, x~S = y% = 
and [xi, yj]S = j( z YW - sv); but ifp = 2, x28 = YV, y”S = SW. In any case, the 
restriction of S on N is uniquely determined by the homomorphism F/F’ -+ 
.M/MJ induced by 6. T\Tow 
H2(B, M) = Coker(Der(F, M) -+ 
and thus we have the required dimension formulae. 
Pt is obvious that J kills H2(B, M) when p = 2; but this is also true when 
p > 2 (though it requires a short argument based in an obvious way on the 
computation above). Thus every subspace is radically closed and our geometry 
[IJ Mil B]# is isomorphic to the whole of .P(Ext( 
In the case p = 2 we obtain a projective 3-space. Let us examine this in more 
detail. Since every $ in Hom,(N, M) has image inside fiTI> every extension 
(M j E) has d(E) = 3 (where d(E) is the minimum number of generators of IT). 
Thus (M 1 E) cannot be an essential cover in (re(l~d~,~}] B); but we know that every 
non-split (M 1 E) is an essential cover in (n Mu\ B). If we identify M with its 
image in E, then 
MJ=E (commutator group) 
= centre of E, 
E has generators x, y, u, which form a basis of E module E’, and ~2 = I, 
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[u, x] = 21, [u, y] = w. It is also easy to see that, to within equivalence, we may 
assume xy = yx. The only relations that now distinguish E from other such 
extensions are those giving x2, y2 in terms of V, w. 
In order to count the number of points with extension group abstractly 
isomorphic to a given E, we use the principle explained in (5.7). Here X is all 
epimorphisms p from E to B such that Ker /3 N M. This holds precisely if 
there is an element us in Ker ,8, us $ E’, with uo2 = 1 and us E xyszc (mod E’); 
here (01, p) satisfy further conditions and so restrict (01, p) to a certain subspace 
T = T(E) of F22. 
If ,8 has matrix 
i j 
p = i’ j’ 
i 1 
, 
i” j” 
relative to the bases (xE’, YE’, uE’), (a, b) (of E/E’ and B), then det(f, i,) = 1 and 
(a, /3, I$ = 0, where (a, /I) E T. H ence X can be identified with all 3 x 2 
matrices over [Fs of the form (ta,), where a E GL(2,2) and t E T. Consequently 
/ X j = 6 1 T I. Next consider Aut E. If (J E Aut E, (~0)” = 1 and [xa, ye] = 1 
force the matrix 8 of g (relative to (xE’, YE’, uE’)) to be 
. 0 
r i 
. * 0 
. . 1 
with conditions on the first two rows independent of the conditions on the last 
row. The latter, of course, pick out T again. If the former yield the subgroup 
5’ = S(E) of GL(2,2), then / Aut E 1 = j S j / T /. Now clearly the number of 
“E-points” is 6/l S I. 
There are five isomorphism types for E, corresponding to the equation pairs (I) 
x2 = qy2 = w; (2) x2 = v, y2 = 1; (3) a+ = 1, ys = v; (4) x2 = V, y2 = VW; 
(5) x2 = w,y2 = ziw. The numbers 6/j S 1 are respectively 1, 6, 3, 3, 2, giving the 
15 points of our geometry. The points of type (3) and those of type (4) form 
coplanar triangles and the seventh point of their plane is the point of type (1). 
A situation where there really do exist non-radically closed subspaces is not 
difficult to find. 
(6.10) EXAMPLE. Let R = Z, B = (Z/p2Q2) and M = Z/p2Z. Then D c1 Z/p2Z 
(as rings) and Ext(B, M) N Dc2). The number of one generator, radically closed 
- - 
D-subspaces of Dc2) is p(p + 1). Suppose (1 I G), (1 1 H) correspond, respec- 
tively, to (1, 0), (0, p) in D c2). Then ((1 / G) I-J (1 1 H))M = U has generators 
(1, 0), (0,~) and (0, p) E u npDt2) but (0, p) $pU. Hence U is not radically 
closed. If (1 1 E) corresponds to (0, l), th en U is actually the ( ),-image of 
(1 / G) n (1 1 E)p. This fact is a special case of the situation discussed in (6.11). 
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(6.11) Assume J is nilpotent and principal: say / = 6.D = 86. Let W 
be a D-module and U a finitely generated D-submodule. 
Choose a basis a, >..., a, of U modulo U n W6 and a basis 6r ,,,., b, of 
hi n W8 modulo U8. Then bi = ~~8, i = l,..., n. If a, ,..., a, D-generate VO ? 
c1 ,..., c, D-generate U, , then U = V. + U,S and V, is radically closed. 
this construction with U, instead of U, obtaining U, = VI +- U28, where VI 
is radically closed. Continuing in this way and using the nilpotency of 8, we 
finally have 
with V, s..., Vk radically closed. 
= Ext(B, M) as for Theorem (6.7), then we may find as essential cover 
such that (ri j QM = I’.. (; = I,..., R) and hi is the ( ),-image of 
~~~ / EJS, , where 6;: (m, ,..., HZ,<) H (m,Si ,..., VZ,~S~). 
We leave open the questionwhether or not it is possible to push this analysis 
further and find a resonable subset of [n Mjj B] in one-one correspo 
(under [ ]M) with the lattice of all finitely generated D-submodules of Ext( 
Assuming that such a subset exists, a further problem arises: how would this 
subset be related to the whole of [jJ M!! B] ? In this direction we record only one 
relatively simple fact. 
(6.12) I’ ROPOSITION. The set of all elements in [ M 11 B] that haze a mdidy 
dosed [ ],-image is (bijective with) 
Proof. If (Y / E) is an essential cover, then (Y i I?‘) M(“) has ( ),-image 
(r j QM and this is radically closed. If 
then (Y j E)M cu (P’ j E’),v implies (7 1 E) ‘v (T’ / E’) (by (6.7)), whence Y = Y’ and 
s = s’. 
Conversely, if (t j QM is radically closed, then we can find an essential cover 
(r / E) with (Y / E), = (t j G)M . Hence we have an admissible epimorphism 
(v): (” j G) + (Y / E) and thus (by (6.3)) 
where s = t - Y. Since (s 1 ZQM C (r 1 EJw, there is a morphism (0): (7 / E) - 
(s j H) and hence (via (p) and the identity on (Y / E)) a unique morphism 
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(0): (Y 1 E) -+ (t 1 G). Clearly (U)(V) is the identity on (Y 1 E) and therefore 
(s 1 H) must be split. Thus (t j G) N (r 1 E) IJ &W, as required. 
Remark. If J kills Ext(B, M), then Proposition (6.12) yields a complete 
description of the whole of [I-J M!JB]. This applies, for instance, in Example(6.9). 
7. FREE OBJECTS 
Again 6 is an additive full subcategory satisfying (1.1). 
(7.1) D EFINITION. Given (C / E): 0 -+ C +q E --+a B + 0 in ((5 /I B) and a 
subset X of E, we shall say that X generates (C / E) if 
(i) (X)$ = B (where (X} is the B-subobject of E generated by X); and 
(ii) given (a j /3), (y j S): (C j E) -+ (C’ j E’) such that p, j = S Ix, then 
(a I P> = (Y I 9 
(7.2) LEMMA. Let X be a subset of E such that (X)# = B and let C(X) be the 
R-submodule of C‘q generated by (X) n C+. 
(i) If C(X) = C$, then Xgenerates (C / E). 
(ii) Conversely, if Xgenerates (C / E) and C$/C(X) E 6, then C(X) = C$. 
(Note that, if B = Mod,, C(X) = (X) n Cq5, while if !B = Gps and 
R = KB, C(X) is the K-submodule generated by (X) n C#. 
Proof. (i) is clear. 
(ii) C(X) is a normal subobject of E. Write C’ = C#C(X), E’ = E/C(X) 
and (ZT) for the natural projection (C I E) -+ (C’ j E’). Now (C’ I E’) is split by 
8: B + E’, where bB = y + C(X), y E (X) and y# = b. Hence (0 I $0) is another 
morphism: (C j E) --f (C’ [ E’) and (#6)/x = w lx. 
If X generates (C j E), then C’+ = 0 whence C’$ = C(X). 
(7.3) COROLLARY. If Y is a subset of E such that (Y)# = B and Z is an 
R-module generating subset of C, then Z$ v Y generates (C I E). 
(7.4) DEFINITION. (C I E) is free in (c j/ B) on the subset X if 
(i) (X)#J = B; and 
(ii) given any 0 + C’ +@’ E’ -9’ B -+ 0 and a mapping p: X-t E’ such 
that p#’ = # Ix, then there exists a unique morphism (y I /3): (C I E) -+ (C’ I E’) 
such that /3 Ix = p. 
(Note that, obviously, (C I E) is then generated by X.) 
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(7.5) PROPOSITION. (i) If 23 = Mod, = Q, then (C j E) is generated by X if9 
and QIZ@ if, E is the R-module generated by X; and (C 1 E) is free on X if, and only 
if, E is the five R-module on X. 
(ii) Ii 23 = Gps and CC = ModzB , tken (C’ j I?) is generated by X if? afad 
only if, E = (X), and (C 1 E) ’ f 2s Tee on X if, and omZy if, (C ; E) E (37 i F)? where 
I --f .iV --P F -+ B -+ I is a,free presentation of B with Fj%ee on a set bijectize with X 
and m = N/N’, P = F/AT’ (N’ = [IV, AT]). 
(iii) Suppose 8 = Gps and (5. = Mod, . Every free object ZR (Mod, jj 13) 
is (isomor$hic to) an extension of the form (m [ P)v, the exp&%t push-out to (iv 1 p) 
and v: 1% -+ _v @ K, given by ii it % @ 1 (cf. (1.4)). Here (,!! i F) is afiee object ill, 
(ModzB // B). 
(It follows fhat (Mod, /j B) has enough f?ee objects.) 
I’ IS immediate; (ii) is Proposition 3 [I, p. 1971; and (iii) is also 
im~~~~te.(.~ . 
To describe the free objects in (0 /I B) we need a further concept. 
(7.6) DEFINITIOK. (1) Each module C in yields a ring homomor 
& : R ----f Endz C. We set 
and call 1, the C-ideal. of R. It is obviously a two-sided ideal. 
(2) For any R-module A, Iet A(Q) = A//&, ) where A, is the intersection 
of all morphisms from A to modules in 6. (This is well defined 
-i 
In particuIar, I?/.& = R(C). In general, since AI& C A, , there is a natural 
module epimorphism A/AI& + A(C). 
For any extension (A j L), we shall write 
(A I E)o = G‘wo i w‘%h where A/A, = A(&:). 
(3) If X is a class of R-modules, we shall say that G allows X if, for every A 
, A(&) E CC;; and that I6 allows X if, for every A in X, AMI;, G 
A/AIE E &, then &4(E) = A/AI6 .) 
(7.7) EXAMPLES. (1) If I is a (two-sided) ideal in R, let & be all R-modules 
ann~bi~ated by I. (Thus CC is effectively Mod,,, “) Here 1, = 1 and 1, ailows 
every R-module. 
(2) Let 6 be the semi-simple category consisting of the finite direct sums 
of all simple R-modules. Then 16 is the Jacobson radical of 
(3) Let B be a finite group and (5. = LatzB (cf. (2.3)). Then 1~ = 0 and Cl 
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allows every finitely generated ZG-module A: A(g) = A/Tar(A), where Tar(A) 
is the Z-torsion module of A. 
(7.8) THEOREM. (5 I] B) contains free objects if, and only if, there exists a free 
object (A 1 L) in (Mod, 11 B) such that A(5) E 5 (i.e., 5 allows A). 
Then (A 1 L)a is free in (5 /j B) and every free object has this form. 
Proof. Assuming (A 1 L) is free in (Mod, /I 3) on X and that 6 allows A, it is 
easily checked that (A j L). is free on Xc, the image of X under the natural 
projection (A 1 L) --f (A / L)c . 
Conversely, suppose (C 1 E) is free on Yin (6 []B) and let (rr): (A 1 L)+(C 1 E) 
be an epimorphism with (A 1 L) free in (Mod, jj B) on a set X bijective with 
Y: 7T /,y: x 3” Y (7.5). We have to prove Coker rr = A(Q). 
Suppose not and choose II in Ker v but not mapping to zero in A(6). Thus we 
can find C’ E (5 and a morphism (u): (A 1 L) + (C’ / E’) with (C’ / E’) E (6 I/ B) 
and au # 0. By freeness, the mapping n-lo: Y--f E’ extends uniquely to a 
morphism (p): (C j E) + (C’ / E’). S ince (vp)ix = o lx, (r)(p) = (g) and hence 
0 = asp = au f 0, a contradiction. Thus Coker v = A(K), as required. 
(7.9) COROLLARY. If X is the class of kernels of free objects in (Mod, /I B) and 
(5: allows X, then (6 11 B) has enough free objects. 
Theorem (7.8) allows us to describe explicitly the structure of all projective 
objects, provided there are enough free objects around. 
(7.10) THEOREM. (i) Every free object in (6 /I B) is projective. 
(ii) If (K jj B) has enough free objects, then (C [ E) is projective if, and only ;f, 
there exists an R-module V such that (C / E) n V is free in (6 11 B). 
Proof. (i) is obvious. 
(ii) Suppose (r): (A IL) -+ (C j E) . 1s an admissible epimorphism with 
(A j L) free in (a // B) and (C 1 E) projective. Then (7~) is split and so (A IL) E 
(C I El II (Ker 4. 
Now our result follows from (2.6). 
Eote that the R-module V of (7.lO)(ii) might very well not belong to 6. If 5 
satisfies the condition of (2.8) then, of course, V E c. 
It is quite possible for there to exist projectives but no free objects. The 
example we shall give (cf. (7.12)) d p e en d s on the following result. 
(7.11) THEOREM. Suppose D = End, M is local and M # M J (where J is 
the Jacobson radical of 0). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exist projective objects in (111 M jj B); 
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(ii) Ext(B, M) is $nitely generated as D-m&de; 
eye exists a projective covey in ( 1M I/ B). 
P~oo$ We shall again adopt the notation (Mck) 1 E) = (k i E). 
(i) 5 (ii). Let (k ! E) b e a projective object and (t j G) any essential cover. 
Then 
(’ ‘I ‘) 
can be completed, say by (0): (k j 23) ---f (t 1 C+ Since (t 1 G) is an essential 
cover, (0) is an admissible epimorphism and hence k > t (6.3). The D-module 
(2i i G)M has t generators and (t j 6) was an arbitrarily chosen essential cover. It 
follows from (6.7) that Ext(B, 144) must be finitely generated. 
(ii) * (iii). Let the minimum number of D-generators of Ext(B, A!T> be 
9~2 and let (nz / E) be a maximal essential cover (6.7) (unique to within isomor- 
phism). We prove (2% j E) is projective. 
Suppose we are given 
where (CL j u) is an admissible epimorphism. By (6.3)? 
and by (5.4)(i), there exists a morphism (y’ 1 /I’): (VT j E) -+ ((k - n) / H’). Hence 
(y’ 1 /Y> completes the given triangle. 
(7.12) EXAMPLE. If B is the elementary abehan group of type (p, p) 
the indecomposable module 5,B/b2, as in Example (6.Q then 
te dimensional and hence, by (7.11), a projective cover exists. 
M!j B) has no free objects. 
3’5 see this, it will suffice (by (7.8)) to prove that for any free presentation 
I +- N ---f F - B -+ Z, n M does not allow ?? = IhjlN’PP’. Without loss of 
generality, we can assumeI? is of finite rank k, say. If I -+ A +I. + B -+ 1 is a 
minimal free presentation (i.e., L is free of rank 2) then 
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(e.g., [2, Sect. 2.21). It is easy to see that here 
Hence it suffices to prove A(n n/r) 6 n M. 
Suppose p = 2. Then (cf. (6.9)) we know that every homomorphism of A 
into M has image in Mb and thus J(n M) = && = A/A2[A, L] which is 
plainly not in n n/r. When p > 2, M is an image of 2 but it is not difficult to see 
(using the calculations in (6.9)) that J(n M) is again not in jJ M. 
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